Franklin P. Combs Awarded Freshman Essay Prize Offered by E. W. Madeira

For writing the best freshman essay, Franklin P. Combs has received the annual essay prize of ten dollars offered by E. W. Madeira.

"Address all things, the world expects the college to regulate its life consistently, so that it is well balanced from every angle. This requires primarily the development of good habits and the willpower to put them into practice in daily life; for whether we acknowledge it or not, it is true that the college graduate is looked up to by many of his associates, and that he has the opportunity of inspiring men to a noble and manly, enlightened life. The best and highest things which lie far from weakness or drudgery, and are accessible to the throng of apprentices which may arise between meetings of the board, an Executive Committee has been organized to deal with these matters. It will meet monthly or on an as-needed basis and may be the source of much benefit to the organization."

Class for Editorial Writers Starts Today

The class for editorial writers, which was established last year, is continued. The students are asked to express opinions on the news of the day in a publishable form. It is expected that the class will also improve the style and quality of the college newspaper.

The team, under the leadership of Clayton McMichael, Manager of Student Publications, has followed the program's schedule.

The members of the class have been assigned the task of preparing a series of articles on the various phases of college life. The articles are intended to be published in the college newspaper, the Pennsylvanian, to provide a forum for discussion of the issues and problems of the college.

To Remaining Group. Will Present McMichael's Address. Welcome.

The meeting of the remaining group was held in the Student Union. Clayton McMichael, Manager of Student Publications, presented his address to the group. He welcomed the students and introduced the new phase of the class program.

The meeting was attended by a large number of students, including the members of the class.

The Pennsylvanian管理和 Student Publications are encouraged to continue their efforts in the coming weeks to improve the quality of the college newspaper and promote the interests of the college.
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NOTICES

PUBLICATIONS

Pennsylvania College Newsletters. All employment and first freshman competition notices for the 1928 and 1929 years will be made by the Class Record following business hour of 4 P.M. as possible. Second freshman competition at 4 o'clock. Important for all to be present.

Pennsylvanian—All freshmen who complete entering the second competitive competition of the Pennsylvania which will open early after the Christmas holidays are advised to report to the New Harrison Club, which will hold its first meeting today at 4 P.M. in Room 12 Houston Hall.

Class Record—Following business hour of report at Class Record office at 12:30 P.M. today. Babebonine, Porlop, Iqys, Well, Gordon, Freund, Detrell, Fadila, Ferguson, Suckow, Yose, Schulz. Punch Bowl—All alumni material due before Christmas vacation.

Class Record—Meeting of all basin, usual, business, and photographic, Thursday, December 10th, at 4 o'clock, in the Class Record office. All business must report.

CLUBS

The Faculty Tea Club—Will meet in Second Hall at 4 o'clock on Tuesday, December 8th. Address by Mr. Fullerton Walks of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. A group of songs will be sung by Mr. John Russell 1925.

West Philadelphia High School Club—Meeting of the club Wednesday at 1 o'clock in Room 300. Room 300. Everyone from Ohio is requested to be there. Several prominent speakers will talk about Current Activities.

Open Hearts Club—Meeting Wednesday, December 8th at 7 o'clock, Houston Hall.

ATHLETICS

Swimming—The following men will report between 8:30 and 10:30 A.M. every day: W. Wilson, Johnson, Frank, Supple, Johnson, Branch, Beale, Himes, Oars, Clark, Mai, Kapp, Susen, Yost, Stitner, Madison, Cooper, Moroccan, Jackson, Forbes, Moher, Murray, Hines, Lend, Léderman, Shaw, Beckham, Curnen, Cream, Levy, Goldier, Able, Harrison, Latford, Warden, Hines, Hines, Steam, Sutherland, Gardner, Bow, Eileen, Muns, Yon, Yu.

Lacrosse—Following men are eligible to take special gym until spring practice begins.

December 10th, Houston Hall.

Edward Clothes

"Made for You"

We TELL and We SELL.
The Same Thing.

WHEN WE TELL YOU AT $28.75 and $38.75 WE CAN GIVE YOU A SUIT OR OVERCOAT THAT IS CUSTOM STYLED—MADE TO YOUR MEASURE—BREATH TAILORED

—DEPEND ON THIS: THE GARMENT WE SELL TO YOU HAS IN IT ALL THE THINGS WE TELL YOU ABOUT.

$28.75 and $38.75

THE EDWARD TAILORING CO., INC.

PHILADELPHIA

ANNOUNCEMENT

TO MY CUSTOMERS THAT I HAVE ON DISPLAY A FULL LINE
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THE EVENING BALLETIN

"I keep down the expense of running my household by keeping myself posted on the advertisements in the Evening Bulletin."

A Daily Up-to-Date Shopping Guide

On class columns of this Bulletin is a portable daily shopping guide of what is on sale at the various stores and the times of the advertisements each evening. I am able to put myself on the lookout for what I want to buy and what to pay for it.

Keeping Up With Styles

"I get asolid bargain in my way by watching the advertisements in The Bulletin, and I am sure that the prices printed in The Bulletin are genuine. And I take the precaution of putting myself on the styles and prices, and I have been buying my dresses, hats and shoes the same way.

"In my daily economy by watching the advertisements in The Bulletin, and every morning and then I delight the folks with something new that I have been reading the advertisements.

Advertising Points the Way

"We bought our radio, furniture, piano and rug the same way."

"Times have changed; instead of the biker hunting Thriller the conditions (with the help of the newspaper advertisements) have been revised.
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**Announcing**

$27.50

**College Campus Clothes**

**258 South 37th Street**

*Made-to-Measure*  

**WATCH US GROW**

---

FRANKLIN P. COMBS AWARDED  

**FRESHMAN ESSAY PRIZE**  

Continued from Page One

other words, he must realize the extent of his own capabilities and must be willing to rely upon others when necessary. To be thoroughly practiced the college must be able to choose between three things which are of value and those which are not. He should understand the affairs of government and be on hand to direct public sentiment to the right direction on all important issues. He should strive to make his life more productive and fruitful as possible relying for the material goods which it will bring to him, but with a view of living the world just a little better for his having lived.

"Today more than ever before, the world is looking for those who can lead.

The depressing base and ugly sides of life, in an appreciation of the inspiring lofty and beautiful aspects of our daily living. This truly freedom and the world has a right to expect the graduates of Pennsylvania to do their part in leading us to such conditions.

Coach Kelder, the incoming train is driving our squad of athletes hard in preparation for the coming season. Vatican and Columbia is driving his squad of athletes hard in preparation for the coming season. Vatican and Columbia;

"There is no doubt that the team will be successful this year. The only event in which the team has been weakened is the dash even. The team has been weakened by the graduation of Danielewski, who won the shortest distance last year.

"Each training will be enforced from now on, and all the men are cautioned to watch their diet, keep good hours, and stop smoking," said the coach.

"The tentative first team has been chosen and these men must watch the bulletin board for notices and report daily, between 2:00 and 5:00 P.M. The water-polo team will report from 5:00 to 5:40 P.M."

A special call has been issued for water-polo candidates. "I see no reason why football men should not try for water-polo, as well as other winter sports," declared the veteran coach.

"In post seasons, in the intercollegiates, we have not been able to achieve an supremacy. Water-polo is as good as other sports," declared the veteran coach. The ten-year veteran coach.

"Let every man watch the bulletin board and, if he is not satisfied with his position, call the coach and get his advice."

---

**You Will Find**

Things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs, Toilet Articles and Students Supplies to be found anywhere in West Phila.

Zallinger's Drug Store

6th and Spruce Sts.  

Barring 1234

---

**GILBERT & BACON**

Photographers

1624 Chestnut St.  

Philadelphia

Before making arrangements for personal photographs, call and get our special rates to University Students.

---

**PINES * CIGARS * CIGARETTES * ACCESSORIES**

High Grade Egyptian Cigarettes

Leading Standard Brand English Mixture

Imported Clear Havana and Domestic Cigars

---

**SANDFORD'S PASTE**

**DEBATES GREATEST APPLAUSE**

Continued from Page One

---

**FOOTBALL**

**NOTRE DAME'S FOUR HORSEMEN**

**VS**

**POTTSTOWN MAROON'S**

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1

Shibe Park, 21st & Lehigh at 2 o'clock

Tickets at sale at PENN DASHERY, 3713 SPRUCE STREET and MAIN OFFICE, 207-120 ELKS BUILDING on 3rd and Wood Streets.

---

**ANNOUNCING**

the opening of our shop on the Campus to accommodate Penn students


TWENTY-NINE MUST CARRY ON

To wear a Pennsylvania boy has always been a distinction we covered for freshmen, that in former years, an expert and of course has invariably scored the opening every competition for place on the several legends of the daily. The same thing was happening has always been in comparison with the relatively few films to be filled on the board, and consequently, the competition has always been

Tied. Answered, it has been necessary for a man to possess unbounded energy, to exhibit extraordinary ability and to expect a degree of endowment by.

In view of our past experiences, it is surprising that let's is interest in the regular Pennsylvania business competition for freshmen this year has materialized a special call for candidates, a bitterer unnecessary procedure. The Business Manager's statement that does not have enough men to carry on the work. It is plainly evident that either the numbers of the present Freshman Class are lacking some of the characteristics of some men of other classes have had or else the lack the ambition to admit membership on the business board.

For forty years, the Pennsylvania has lived, grown and prospered. During that period classes have come and classes have gone but the daily has grown bigger and better each succeeding year. Each class has cheerfully and expertly assumed the initiated responsibility for its continuation. Will the class of 1929 be an exception? The answer will be found in the response to the call of the Business Manager for additional candidates this afternoon and tomorrow.

The editorial board has faced somewhat better than its business competencies. A number of men have realized the advantage to be gained by being for this department, and these men will surely be elected to the board. Today the Managing Editor will inaugurate a class of instruction for prospective board. All freshmen are eligible to join the plans and become members of the student board of editors. A wonderful opportunity is thus offered the Freshman year to gain a knowledge of the fundamentals which will aid him greatly if he intends to enter the second composition, which is scheduled to start immediately after the holidays.

ELIMINATING THE MIGRATORY ATHLETE

When the Villanova faculty at a recent meeting refused to admit a halfback from another Eastern college who applied for admission, the board took a step which many football believers believe is the least constructive move yet main branch-college football. Among all the foot-

ball conferences we come to understand the Pennsylvania conference, no bar the "mover" and to eliminate the transfer of "migrant athletes" from college to college, which have been functioning for years. All over the country men, who wear the welfare of the game at heart, this action by the Bull Lion Clubs should not be to the passported student. If another conference should be followed by other conferences, it would not only revolutionize college football and place on a higher plane but would mean the death knell of the "migrant athlete."

In taking this action the Villanova faculty does not bar transfers from other schools who come solely for scholastic purposes and only guard against the student who changes his allegiance because of personal ambitions to be field on the new field. In other words, the institution is still open to men who can pass the entrance requirements, but transfers who come merely for participation in athletics will not be admitted.

College athletics are primarily for the education and development of the students. College athletes are not and never should be a business, and the severe college authorities can bring sports back to the place where the average student without some assurance of success, the latter the situation will become. Villanova has a commendable mind. It is obvious that that institution, at least, considers scholarship more important than football or any other sport. Such an attitude will not do any more towards keeping college football purely amateur, but considering how many

CHRISTMAS AT PENN DASHERY!

How delightedly you are receiving this mo from the clerk where you can get a suitable gift for every person in your family, just in accordance, do not worry, every article is of so fair a quality as to make a very nice present for your secret Santa.

As the Xmas Season when friends and guests arrive, a little gift gets a cordial greeting of a happy acquaintance, and a little sentiment that the gift is appreciated.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR THE XMAS BOX

The Ties illustrated are capable of being from one of the greatest name producers in Chastagner, Marlat and other names of the world. We shall be posting as well as giving

Ties.

$2.00, $1.50, $2.50, $4.50, $6.50

The Muller's is always an excellent gift, either to a man or a lady. The scarves and shawls are of the best material, and keep you warm in the coldest blasts. The silk gowns in Japan produce the effect from which the raw silk is made to evolve into fine patterns in our largest American silk mills, for our silk Mullers.

$2.50, $3.00, $5.00 and $5.50

Ties. These scarves are a part of the Scotch and

And we also suggest:

$1.00, $1.50, $2.50 and $3.50

As we pass from Scotland to England and from Sweden.

$5.50, $6.50, $7.50

Then, too, no beer gift for a man a pair of golf shoes. The shoes go are here from Scotland to England and Sweden.

$2.50, $3.00, $5.00 and $5.50

and $7.50

Breton Slippers with off-white

$4.95, $5.50 and $7.50

Anon, gift being about equal and sell a long frog

$1.50, $2.00, $3.00

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1929

A Pennsylvania label of Christmas Insurance that the gift is valuable

Penn Dashery

COLLEGE MEN'S APPAREL

3713 SPRUCE STREET

U. OF P. CAMPUS

"MERCHANTISE THAT EXPRESS PERSONALITY"
BE SURE YOUR MOUTH AND THROAT ARE REALLY CLEAN

Watch the places where tooth pastes and powders cannot reach—the tiny folds in the membranes where bacteria thrive. Use ODOL, along with your regular dentifrice. Rinse with the mouth with it. Brush the teeth with it. Gargle with it.

This powerful—but harmless—liquid antiseptic cleans thoroughly. It protects completely. It stimulates the gums. It sweetens the breath—even though you smoke a great deal.

Health demands more than a dentifrice.

Begin today—ODOL only.

THE ODOL CORPORATION
385 Fifth Avenue
New York

For the Teeth, Mouth, Throat and Breath

"There's Power in Every Drop"

ODOL is economical. Five drops in 1/4 to 1/2 glass of water is all you need use at a time. Five Magic Drops of ODOL for complete mouth health. A bottle costs only 60 cents and lasts for weeks.

Distinctive Clothes

A welcome again to the boys of Penn. Your every desire will be gratified here whether in Sack, Pull, Dress, Sport Suit or Overcoats—

Our reputation for good clothes at moderate prices is well known and you will make no mistake in placing your order here.

Best suits in town for $85 to $105.

PYLE & INNES

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1115 WALNUT ST.

BLUE BIRD DANCING ACADEMY

332 WALNUT STREET

Beginners, Advanced, CHARLESTON, Collegiate, Stage

Class Practice and Lessons Every Afternoon and Evening

C.O.D. GOOD SERVICE STOP AT

C. Monteleone

SHAVING PARLOR

346 WALNUT STREET


It's Easy To Rent A Car From Us

The Yellow Drive-It-Yourself System is the one car renting service in Philadelphia where you students don’t have to “sign your life away” or be worth a lot of money in order to rent a car. Renting a car from us is a simple operation. It will take you about five minutes to make all arrangements.

The car you rent from us is a brand new, six-cylinder gear shift car, either open or closed. Has all the earmarks of a privately owned automobile. We also have new Ford Touring and sedan models.

RATES AS LOW AS

12b. A MILE
You pay only for the miles you drive. NO CHARGE FOR GASOLINE AND OIL.
All you pay is—

12b. a mile for Ford Touring
30 b. a mile for Ford Sedan
30 b. a mile for six cylinder gear shift car.

A small hour charge for night and holiday driving.

CALL AT OUR NEAREST STATION

Register now for our service. As soon as you are registered we supply you with an identification card. This entitles you in a car immediately at any of our four stations.

Call at our nearest station and register today.

STATIONS

4142 CHESTNUT STREET—Evergreen 5050
277 S. 52ND STREET—Sherwood 5000
5224 ARCH STREET—Sherwood 5000
3027 FILBERT STREET—Sherwood 5000
1714 N. BROAD STREET—Diamond 5000

There is only one Yellow Drive-It-Yourself Service in Philadelphia. No connection with any other local company.

YELLOW

Drive-It-Yourself Systems, Inc.
Mending Done Free
WE CALL AND DELIVER FREE OF CHARGE
REASONABLE PRICES AT
Dormitory Hand Laundry
3431 WOODLAND AVE. Opposite College Hall
EVERGREEN 4260

Executive Agents
PARAMOUNT BANJOS
THE BANJO SUPREME
(EXCLUSIVE AGENTS)

.langston banjo—made by paramount co. four style—$30, $40, $50 & $60

Suits, Top Coats, Overcoats of superior character. Perfectly tailored in correct fashioning, $35 and upward.

JACOB REEDS SONS
684-6-8 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

Late for that date?
Please call at one of these stores for:
Whitman's Chocolates
Houston & 7th Cigar Stand
3431 Spanish St.
The Press Book Co., 1025 Wharton St.
C. M. Garb & Co., 1212 12th St.
Muir & Wagner, 17th & South St.
University Pharmacy— 3rd & Chestnut St.
College Thru, 14th & Walnut St.
P. Hackett's Sons—2701 Spruce St.
Carr's Pharmacy—1011 Market St.
Hawiloftt Cigar Sundries—3431 Spruce St.
JACOB REED'S SONS

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT HOUSTON HALL STORE

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3433 Walnut Street
Lunches 11:30 to 2
Breakfast 7:30 to 9
Closed Sunday
Dinner 5 to 8

TRY THE CHANGE TO
Milk—PLEASE

The sooner you realize the ben-
efits of pure milk, the quicker you
will find out how much greater
it is for your health. Milk is no
substitute as a body builder or nerve stimulant.

The next time say—Milk Please
—you'll like it especially when

FRESHER BY A DAY

SCOTT-Powell
AMILK

WONDER MILK BEEN

Milk—a drink your nervous system
will crave and your body needs. In addition,
it is a drink that will help make your
body and mind stronger. In short,
Milk is a drink you will want to
have every day.

TO THE GAME OR FOR THAT
WEEK-END DATE
RENT A SPIC SPAN
NEW WILLYSKNIGHT OR FORD

Pay By The Mile
OUR LOW RATES WILL SURPRISE YOU

With the advent of the great winter season, the demand for Milk increases. Always have your Milk supplied by the Milkman in the morning, not the afternoon. For the freshest quality, it is necessary to have Milk delivered in the morning. Compare prices and service on your Milk supply.

It is a fact that Milk is not as wholesome or nutritious if it does not reach you fresh each morning. The latest researches prove that Milk loses its nutritious value if it stands the heat of the day. This is especially true with Milk which is delivered in the afternoon.

Sausa
Drive It Yourself System
WHEREVER YOU GO!